Johns Hopkins Vaccine Initiative

Vaccine Day 2010

The third annual Vaccine Day will be held on October 29, 2010 at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. JHVI is pleased to announce that Dr. Stanley Plotkin, emeritus Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Pennsylvania and former Scientific Director at Aventis-Pasteur, will deliver the keynote address.

Dr. Plotkin is a preeminent vaccinologist who has mentored or advised many current leaders in vaccine research and policy, including a number of the faculty at the Bloomberg School of Public Health. He has been chairman of the Infectious Diseases Committee and the AIDS Task Force of the American Academy of Pediatrics, liaison member of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices and Chairman of the Microbiology and Infectious Diseases Research Committee of the National Institutes of Health.

He was elected to the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences in 2005.

Dr. Plotkin developed the rubella vaccine now in use throughout the world, and has worked extensively on the development of other vaccines for polio, rabies, varicella, rotavirus and cytomegalovirus.

Dr. Plotkin’s address, “My Life in Vaccinology”, will be a retrospective, personal examination of some of the seminal events that have shaped our approach to vaccine development and policy. Following his address, a panel of JHSPH faculty will converse with Dr. Plotkin about the future of vaccines. Topics for this discussion may include targets for new anti-infective and anti-cancer vaccine development, the role of novel adjuvants, changes in regulatory requirements, and the global marketplace. A poster session highlighting student and faculty work will follow this discussion, where awards will be given for the best student presentations. Vaccine Day will conclude with a school-wide reception.

For more information, visit our website at JHVI.

Johns Hopkins Berman Institute of Bioethics Faculty Discuss Parents’ Fears about the Pertussis Vaccines

Anxiety about autism may be partly to blame for the resurgence of whooping cough in California. But faculty at the Johns Hopkins Berman Institute of Bioethics say the message that teens and adults should get revaccinated also needs a boost.

To read more, please see the Berman Bioethics Bulletin for news and analysis from the Institute.
IVAC provided technical support to WHO and other groups who were able to secure the passage of a World Health Assembly resolution on May 20, 2010, which would require the 172 signing nations to prioritize comprehensive pneumonia prevention and control plans. The resolution unites global and government policy makers, donor agencies and civil society to work together to fight childhood pneumonia by accelerating access worldwide to proven pneumonia prevention and treatment interventions.

On July 15th, IVAC was pleased to support and participate in an educational event at JHSPH featuring immunization successes in Baltimore and abroad entitled “Breakthrough for Child Survival in the Poorest Countries and America’s Cities”. Read more about the event.

On September 20th, during the United Nations MDG Summit week, IVAC helped to launch a partnership with producers of American Syrah wine to benefit efforts to make pneumococcal vaccines accessible to children in low-income countries. Participating wineries will donate $10 for each case of Syrah sold in the month of November to the GAVI Campaign. For more information and photos, please visit the Pneumonia’s Last Syrah.

IVAC is gearing up for the 2nd Annual World Pneumonia Day on November 12th. Activities will take place around the world from JHSPH to Jordan and from Washington to Nairobi. For more information on how you can participate, please visit the World Pneumonia Day website or ask an IVAC team member.

IVAC Blogs:
IVAC’s Executive Director, Dr. Orin Levine posts a blog on the Huffington Post which featured entries from students in his Vaccine Policy class during the month of August.

IVAC’s Director of Alliances and Information, Lois Privor-Dumm, IMBA is a regular contributor to “Disruptive Women in Health Care”, a blog designed to “To serve as a platform for provocative ideas, thoughts, and solutions in the health sphere.”

Links to blogs by IVAC staff can be found here.

JHSPH Faculty Build Linkages with Xiamen University, China

Ken Nelson and Alain Labrique made a formal visit to Xiamen University in Xiamen, China in September to explore potential collaborations between their National Institute of Diagnostics and Vaccine Development in Infectious Diseases and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Faculty at Xiamen University have recently completed a very successful trial of an Hepatitis E virus vaccine, which may be tested in Bangladesh in the coming years. Dr. Labrique reports that the researchers at Xiamen University are also eager work on the development of new diagnostic assays – which they have considerable expertise in and resources for – in collaboration with JHSPH and the Huantai Corporation.

JHMRI investigators Fidel Zavala, M.D. and Rhoel Dinglasan, Ph.D., M.P.H. recently received financial support from the Program for Appropriate Technology in Health-Malaria Vaccine Initiative (PATH-MVI) for the development of malaria vaccines. Dr. Zavala is using transgenic rodent malaria parasites expressing antigens from sporozoites from human Plasmodium parasites. He is also involved in the pre-clinical evaluation of several malaria vaccine candidates developed by federal agencies as well as private research institutions. Dr. Dinglasan is developing a transmission-blocking vaccine to halt the spread of human malaria parasites through the anopheles mosquito vector.

For more information about the Malaria Research Institute, visit the website here.
JHSPH Faculty Publish Human Subjects Research Ethics Field Training Guide

JHSPH faculty from the Berman Institute of Bioethics, Department of International Health and the JHSPH Institutional Review Board have produced a Field Training Guide freely available to the public to assist in the training of field workers in Human Subjects Protection for large-scale field trials. The guide is currently translated into French, Mandarin and Thai; Bangla and Nepali translations are in progress. The October 05, 2010 edition of PLoS Medicine included a report written by several contributors describing the process of writing the guide, challenges and potential uses.

For more information, visit the JHSPH IRB or view the guide in English and other translations here.

Selected Faculty Publications and Faculty in the News


Summary Points

- Community trials of interventions to address major global causes of illness and death are often located in low-resource settings, where research findings will be most directly applicable.
- Although investigators delegate research activities involving human subject contact to local field workers, they retain ultimate responsibility for human subject protection and scientific integrity.
- To train every cadre of field worker in research ethics requires simplified training guidelines that can be easily translated and adapted for use in a wide variety of settings and cultural frameworks, especially where field workers have limited formal education.
- Field workers need appropriate training materials, tailored to varying levels of human subject responsibility, that focus on basic principles of community research.
- We have produced a Field Training Guide for Human Subjects Research Ethics, which is freely available to the public. In this article we address how to identify field training needs and meet high standards of research ethics at every level of human subject interaction.

“...Field Training Guide for Human Subjects Research Ethics is the first step toward developing locally adaptable research ethics training tools for study teams working in a variety of settings around the world.” Maria Merritt, PhD, lead author
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